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Abstract
The Crab Nebula is the remnant of a powerful stellar explosion
first observed in 1054 AD and is the most studied object
outside of our solar system. Our three-pronged research is
focused on understanding the emission mechanisms
responsible for energy range 100 MeV – 10 TeV. Our project
consisted of 1) generating light curves of the Crab
Nebula from Fermi-LAT data, 2) extending and
investigating the light curve from VERITAS data, and
3) performing pulsed analysis of the Crab Pulsar using
VERITAS data.

Instrument

VERITAS

Long-term Light Curve from VERITAS

Fermi-LAT

Location

Arizona, United States

Low-Earth orbit

Energy Range

100 GeV to > 30 TeV

30 MeV to 300 GeV

Energy Resolution

17% at 1 TeV

<10%

Angular Resolution

0.13 deg at 200 GeV
0.08 deg at 1 TeV

From previous work a light curve of the integrated flux above
100 GeV was produced using data from 2007-2019. The light
curve shows the flux recorded for each season.
Fig 3. The light curve shows the flux recorded for
every night of observations.
The horizontal lines on the graph represent the
average flux. The blue line is below the black linethis means that the average flux of the new data
(blue line) is lower than the average flux of the initial
data (black line).
This large drop in flux is unlikely to be of any
astrophysical origin. It is more likely because of
instrumental error. To be able to diagnose the latter,
correlation plots of Gamma Rate against
some physical parameters of the VERITAS
telescope are generated.

< 3.5° at 100 MeV
< 0.15° at >10 GeV

Source Location Accuracy 50’

<0.5’

Fig 2. A VERITAS telescope with its control station.

Fig 3. An artistic representation of Fermi-LAT Satellite.

Fig 5. The positive correlation factor shows a
strong relationship.

Fig 6. The negative correlation factor shows
an inverse relationship.

Pulsed Analysis
Studying Crab Pulsar emissions at various energies is key to
unlocking more knowledge on the pulsar’s emission
mechanisms and regions.
• 100+ hours of VERITAS data runs from 2007-2017
• Standard analysis: Cleaning images and eliminating bad data
(noise and light interference)
• Periodic and timing analysis: photon observed is matched
with a corresponding pulsar phase value.
• Emissions mechanisms: Curvature Radiation (CR) and at
least one other (Inverse-Compton Radiation) at higher
energies (>100 GeV) where CR cannot be maintained
• Emission Regions: The energy at which gamma rays are
detected determines the minimal distance the emission
locations must be from the neutron star’s surface
The full phaseogram from the VERITAS data will be
forthcoming. Results will include an integrated phaseogram
across all VERITAS energies and individual phaseograms for
individual energy bins. These results will help determine the
spectral shape of the pulsed emission, leading to better
understanding of the pulsed emission mechanisms.

Fig 1. A composite image of the Crab Nebula and Pulsar from infrared, optical, and x-ray
observations. The central pulsar and beamed emission from the pulsar are artistic renditions.

Background
• The Crab Nebula is the remnant of a supernova explosion,
first observed in 1054 AD.
• When the fuel of a progenitor star extinguishes, it
collapses, giving rise to a supernova explosion.
• Located within the nebula, the Crab pulsar is a very dense,
rapidly rotating, highly-magnetized neutron star which is
continuously emitting a wind of magnetized plasma of
electron-positron pairs.
• Inverse Compton scattering and curvature radiation
mechanisms are likely emission mechanisms
• The Crab Nebula consists of the remnant dust and charged
particles from the supernova explosion and the charged
particles emitted by the Crab Pulsar.
• Gamma-ray emission likely comes from – synchrotron
radiation and inverse Compton scattering.
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Fig 3. Integrated flux above 100 MeV as a function of time of the Crab Nebula. The figures show the flux in
one-day intervals for the time period from 2008 to 2020. The average integrated flux, 1.073×10 -6 cm-2s-1 +1.562×10-8 cm-2s-1, is shown in gray. Short-term periods of elevated flux (flares) can be seen on MJD 54865
(February 2009) and MJD 56357 (March 2013).
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